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Modeling Phase Separation in Nonstoichiometric Silica
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We have modeled the decomposition of nonstoichiometric amorphous SiOx upon annealing into
silicon and stoichiometric silica, using a new method based on mapping Metropolis Monte Carlo
simulations onto rate equations. The concentrations of all oxidation states of silicon are derived as a
function of time and found to attain steady-state values at long times dependent on temperature T and
oxygen content x. The degree of phase separation and the sizes of Si particles are predicted as a function
of T and x, enabling greater control over the size of silicon quantum dots in silica matrices.
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Nonstoichiometric amorphous silica �SiOx� has at-
tracted interest in a wide range of fields within physical
science (see, for example, [1–6]). It is also widely used in
industry for protective layers, optical coatings, insulating
layers, and gas-barrier layers [7–11]. Some experimental
studies [1] suggest the bulk SiOx with x� 1 consists of
a mixture of pure SiO2 and Si phases, separated by
layers comprising Si atoms in intermediate oxidation
states. Other experiments [2–4] in which amorphous
SiO2=SiO=SiO2 superlattices were annealed yielded a
homogeneous array of Si quantum dots within the Si-O
layers, the size of the dots depending on the layer thick-
ness and annealing conditions. These results suggest that
SiOx tends to separate into pure Si and SiO2. In this
Letter, we present a new and remarkably simple method
to model the decomposition of SiOx into pure Si and SiO2

as a function of time, temperature, and composition. We
find that the degree of phase separation reaches a constant
value at long annealing times, and we predict steady-state
sizes of Si particles in SiO2 matrices and of SiO2 particles
in Si matrices as a function of T and x (Fig. 3).

Assuming that (a) each oxygen atom is always bonded
to two silicon atoms, and (b) each silicon atom has four
nearest neighbors, then the numbers of Si-O and Si-Si
bonds in SiOx are conserved throughout separation.
Therefore, there must be an additional contribution to
the energy of the system beyond a sum of Si-O and Si-
Si bond energies to drive separation. The origin of this
additional term is nonpairwise and it is known as the
suboxide penalty energy (a Si atom with 1, 2, or 3 oxygen
neighbors is called a silicon suboxide). Suboxide penalty
energies were obtained ab initio either from periodic
suboxide models [12] or from suitable Si-O clusters [13].

The Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) technique with
moves involving the exchange of pairs of nearest neigh-
bors of bonded Si atoms [14] is widely used for simulating
amorphous Si and SiO2 structures and interfaces between
them [15]. In this Letter, we apply this approach to non-
stoichiometric silica. To obtain an acceptance ratio of at
0031-9007=04=93(13)=135501(4)$22.50 
least 1% we find that the simulation temperature has to be
very high, and at some compositions it is almost certainly
above the real melting point. The simulation of phase
separation is very slow even at such high temperatures.
We present a new approach to model the phase separation
by mapping the Metropolis Monte Carlo procedure onto
rate equations for average concentrations of all possible
oxidation states (OS) of Si in SiO2. Our approach enables
us to model phase separation at realistic temperatures
over much longer times than can be achieved in Monte
Carlo simulations for the same CPU time.

Phase separation in nonstoichiometric silica is
effected by diffusion of oxygen. Consider a Si atom
with 1 � k � 3 oxygen nearest neighbors, so that of its
four nearest neighbors, at least one is an oxygen atom and
at least one is a silicon atom. The value of k is defined as
the OS of the Si atom, and Si atoms with k oxygen
neighbors are denoted by Si�k�. Consider a bond between
a Si�k� atom and one of its k neighboring oxygen atoms.
Let the OS of the other Si atom to which the oxygen
is bonded be i, where 1 � i � 4. Let one of the Si-Si
bonds to the same Si�k� atom be to a Si�j� atom, where
0 � j � 3. The fundamental diffusional step involves
translation of the oxygen atom from the bond between
Si�k� and Si�i� and insertion into the adjacent bond be-
tween Si�k� and Si�j�. After such a step k does not change,
but i ! i� 1 and j ! j� 1. Assuming a random distri-
bution of all OS, the probabilities of choosing a neighbor-
ing pair, Si�k�, and Si�l�, which have �Pox

kl � or have not
�Pnox

kl �, a common oxygen atom between them are

Pox
kl �t� �

kl
4

nk�t�nl�t�
Zox�t�

;

Pnox
kl �t� �

�4� k��4� l�
4

nk�t�nl�t�
Zmax�t�

;

(1)

where nk�t� and nl�t� are the concentrations of Si�k� and
Si�l� atoms at time t. Since the overall probability of
finding Si�k� is

P
l	P

ox
kl �t� � Pnox

kl �t�
 � nk�t�, the normal-
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of OS concentrations in amorphous
SiO0:33 and SiO1:7. Symbols: MC results for kT �
0:35 eV�SiO0:33� and kT � 0:15 eV�SiO1:7�. Curves: RE results
for the same temperatures. The time scale in the RE model is
adjusted through the parameter Z in Eq. (4) to give best fit to
MC results. Curves are labeled according to OS.
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ization factors are given by

Zox�t� �
X
l

lnl�t�; Znox�t� �
X
l

�4� l�nl�t�: (2)

The probability ~Pij that an oxygen atom bonded to a Si�i�
atom neighbors a Si-Si bond to a Si�j� atom can then be
defined as

~P ij�t� �
ni�t�nj�t�i�4� j�

12Zox�t�Znox�t�

X
k

nk�t�k�4� k�: (3)

We follow Metropolis MC and assume that the proba-
bility of an oxygen jump depends on the energy difference
between the initial and the final states of the system.
Oxygen diffusion is much slower than the associated
relaxation processes; therefore, we assume that the sys-
tem is always elastically relaxed. The probability of an
oxygen jump is governed only by the suboxide penalty
energies �i in the initial and final states. The energies �i
for Si�i� are from Ref. [13]: �1 � 0:5 eV, �2 � 0:51 eV,
�3 � 0:22 eV, and �0 � �4 � 0. The probability Wi;j�t�
that at time t an oxygen atom bonded to a Si�i� atom jumps
into a neighboring Si-Si bond to a Si�j� atom is thus

Wi;j�t� �
~Pij�t�

Z
min

�
1; exp

�
�
Efinal � Einit

kT

��
; (4)

where Z is a normalization constant with which we de-
termine the time scale, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
T is the system temperature. The factor min
f1; exp	��Efinal � Einit�=kT
g in Eq. (4) is equal to unity
if the energy of the final state Efinal � �i�1 ��j�1 is
lower than that of the initial state Einit � �i � �j, other-
wise it is equal to the Boltzmann factor.

The evolution of the concentration of oxidation state
ni�t� is determined by a set of coupled nonlinear rate
equations:

dni�t�
dt

�
X3
j�0

Wi;j�t� �
X3
j�0

Wi�1;j�t� �
X4
j�1

Wj;i�1�t�

�
X4
j�1

Wj;i�t�: (5)

Equations (1)–(5) are solved numerically using some
initial concentrations of the oxidation states at tempera-
ture T. To validate our rate-equation (RE) model, we
compared its solutions with results obtained from MC
simulations for the same annealing temperature. First we
generated a number of amorphous SiOx structures by
simulated deposition using our recently developed
method [16]. At this stage, the suboxide penalty energies
were set to zero. The structures were then annealed for
about 106 MC steps taking into account suboxide penalty
energies. The annealing temperature was optimized for
each particular structure to have a reasonable acceptance
rate of MC moves. During annealing, moves included
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both the motion of dangling bonds [16] and the switching
of pairs of bonds [14], the combination enabling more
complete relaxation of the elastic energy.

Using the initial OS concentrations obtained immedi-
ately after deposition of amorphous SiOx, we calculated
their evolution during annealing using our RE approach
for comparison with our MC simulations. Figure 1 com-
pares the results obtained by both methods for SiO1:7 and
SiO0:33. It is seen that the RE model reproduces the results
of the MC simulations well. In addition, we found that for
a given composition, the final concentrations of OS ob-
tained within the RE model do not depend on their initial
values, indicating that a true steady state is reached. This
steady-state solution describes an equilibrium configura-
tion of the system. It is not the ground-state configuration
of the system, which would display some degree of crys-
tallization. Such a configuration is inaccessible in our
model because we neglect the strain energy.

Our rate-equation approach is more than a million
times faster than the Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations.
As seen in Fig. 1, we are able to extend the simulation
time of the phase separation process by several orders of
magnitude using the rate equations.

Figure 2 shows the x dependence of the steady-state OS
concentrations in annealed SiOx. We see that at all x, the
135501-2



FIG. 2. Steady-state OS concentrations as a function of x.
Curves labeled 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to Si�i�, and were
obtained within the RE model [using Eqs. (6) and (7)] at T �
1250 C. Symbols represent experimental data for the content
of Si�0� in the bulk SiOx annealed at T � 1250 C [18]. The
curve 00 shows RE results for Si�0� at T � 600 C.

FIG. 3. Lines: average Si cluster diameter as a function of x at
(1) T � 1250 C and (2) �600 C, as calculated using Eqs. (6)
and (7). Symbols are experimental values of the average size of
Si nanocrystals: circles [21] and crosses [18] are for bulk SiOx
annealed at T � 1250 C, triangles are for SiO2=SiO=SiO2

superlattice annealed at T � 1100 C [3].
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system comprises primarily Si�0�, Si�4�, and suboxide
Si�3�, indicating phase separation into Si and SiO2 with
interfaces containing Si�3�. The dominance of Si�3� at
these interfaces is consistent with experimental observa-
tions reported in [17]. We found that the concentrations of
Si�1� and Si�2� start to rise only at temperatures above
�1200 C. In Fig. 2, we also show experimental values
for Si�0� content obtained after annealing SiOx at T �
1250 C for about 1 h [18]. The experimental values are
slightly higher than those calculated for T � 1250 C
within the RE model.

We may estimate the size of pure Si clusters by calcu-
lating an average surface-to-volume ratio for the clusters,
corresponding to the ratio of the number of Si atoms with
fewer than four Si�0� neighbors to the number of Si�0�
atoms within the clusters. Since we have assumed a
random distribution of OS, the probability PS for a Si
atom to be on the cluster surface, i.e., to have k � 1 or 2
neighboring suboxides Si�i� �i � 1; 2; 3�, and the proba-
bility PV for a Si atom to be anywhere in the cluster are

PS ’
X2
k�1

4!

k!�4� k�!
Pk
0P

4�k
1 ; PV � PS � P4

0; (6)

where P0 � 4n0; P1 �
P3

i�1�4� i�ni, and ni is the
steady-state concentration of the ith OS. To avoid over-
estimation of Si clusters surface area, we do not count
Si�0� atoms having three neighboring suboxides as be-
longing to Si clusters. As we will be interested in the ratio
of PS=PV , the probabilities PS and PV do not have to be
normalized. Assuming that all clusters are identical
spheres of diameter Dcl, we obtain Dcl � 2R from the
equation

PS=PV � 	R3 � �R� d�3
=R3: (7)
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The value of the thickness d of a monatomic layer on the
cluster surface can be estimated as d � ��1=3 ’ 0:27 nm,
where the density of amorphous Si is taken to be � ’
0:05 atoms=3. Substituting the steady-state concentra-
tions of OS at T � 1250 C into Eqs. (6) and (7), we
obtain the diameter of Si clusters as a function of x, shown
by the broken line in Fig. 3. The symbols in Fig. 3 show
experimentally determined average diameters of Si nano-
crystals at T � 1250 C and 1100 C.

It is seen in Fig. 3 that the experimental values of
nanocrystal sizes are about 2 times higher than those
estimated using Eqs. (6) and (7) for a temperature T �
1250 C. This discrepancy indicates that our assumption
of a random distribution of OS [implicit in the use of
Wi;j�t� as a parameter independent of cluster size] breaks
down. One possible reason is Ostwald ripening [19],
which would decrease the surface-to volume ratio, as
compared with the prediction of Eq. (6). However, we
note that the experimental observations of steady-state
cluster sizes after sufficiently long anneals indicate that
the ripening process is eventually suppressed, presumably
by the development of elastic accommodation stresses,
which are directly proportional to the cluster volume
[20].

Despite the breakdown of our assumption of a random
distribution of OS, we find that the increase in the average
cluster size can still be described by the RE model by
reducing the temperature at which phase separation is
assumed to occur. This is seen in Fig. 3 where the solid
line shows the prediction for an assumed growth tem-
perature of �600 C. A similar improvement between
the prediction of the RE model and experiment for the
overall content of Si phase is obtained also with a growth
temperature of �600 C (curve 00 in Fig. 2). These ob-
servations indicate that the influence of nonrandomness
135501-3
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of the distributions of OS in real systems may be repro-
duced in the RE model by assuming a lower temperature
of phase separation, or, according to Eq. (4), correspond-
ingly higher suboxide penalty energies.

In conclusion, we have derived a set of rate equations
based on the Metropolis Monte Carlo procedure, and
shown that SiOx tends to separate into Si and SiO2 clusters
at all temperatures of experimental relevance. Our rate
equations enabled phase separation throughout more of
the temperature-oxygen content space to be explored than
can be modeled with Monte Carlo simulations. The solu-
tion of the rate-equation yielded steady-state concentra-
tions of various OS of Si, the degree of phase separation,
and the expected sizes of Si particles. This work provides
a means of predicting the sizes of Si quantum dots
embedded in SiO2, formed by annealing SiOx at various
values of x and temperature, as seen experimentally in
Refs. [2–4]. Similar analysis can be performed also for
SiO2 particles in Si matrix.
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